FMG Fuse Holder
The FMG fuse holder accepts industry standard AMG
fuses for primary fusing applications. The FMG is offered
with a tough elastomer cover for fuse protection, yet
allows for cable input from various orientations. This fuse
holder cover is available in multiple colors and lengths.
Similar to the Eaton HMG holder, the FMG is well suited
for demanding environments such as ‘under the hood’
locations in construction, agriculture, heavy trucking
and specialty vehicle applications. The FMG fuse holder
allows for full access for cables and can be routed to
studs from nearly every direction.
Specifications
Rating: For use with AMG fuses from 100A - 500A
Temperature rating: -40°F (-40°C) to 260°F (125°C)
Materials: Black thermoplastic with zinc-plated steel studs;
thermoplastic cover available in black or red, in normal or extended
length
Termination: M8 or 5/16-18 threaded studs and hex nuts
for fuse mounting. Wire sizes: #8 AWG - 1/0
Torque rating: 120 in-lbs max
Mounting torque rating: 1/4-20 screws with washers (recommended),
44 in-lbs max

Options
Extended cover available
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Ordering information

FMG - X

X

X

Series

Base

Hardware Options

Cover

FMG = FMG fuse holder

1 = M8 studs
2 = 5/16 - 18 studs
3 = M8 x 1.25 stainless studs
4 = 5/16- 18 UNC stainless studs

1 = Nuts - installed
2 = Nuts - bulk
3 = Stainless nuts and lockwashers - installed
4 = Stainless nuts and lockwashers - bulk

0 = No cover
1 = Black cover - installed
2 = Black cover - bulk
4 = Red cover - installed
5 = Red cover - bulk
6 = Extended black cover - installed
7 = Extended black cover - bulk
8 = Extended red cover - installed
9 = Extended red cover - bulk

Dimensions in mm (inches)

20.4
(.80)

34.4
(1.35)

Ø6.4
(Ø.25)

101.6
(4.00)
107.4
(4.23)

62.5
(2.46)
REF.

19.5
(.77)
(STANDARD
COVER)

24.5
(.96)
(EXTENDED
COVER)

43.9
(1.73)
REF.

121.4
(4.78)
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